Keynote speaker Mary Oberst offered practical advice to a roomful of lawyers, judges, friends, and supporters of the Campaign for Equal Justice at the 16th Annual Awards Luncheon on March 13th. She began with inspiration, “Ted, if he were here, would say that every citizen must have the opportunity to put the rule of law to work, and that is why legal aid is so important, and that is why the Campaign for Equal Justice, which works to support legal aid, is so deserving of your support.”

Statewide Co-Chairs Bill Crow and Linda Love

Attorneys from all corners of the state pitched in to raise money for legal aid in the 2006 annual fund drive. Over 140 lawyers volunteered and nearly 2,400 contributed money to the Campaign. The Meyer Memorial Trust provided a $50,000 challenge to Oregon lawyers, matching new and increased gifts. Other individuals, from OWLS and OTLA, put in challenges as well. We are proud to have 100% participation by the Oregon State Bar Board of Governors in the Campaign.

The Portland Large Firm Committee, chaired by Joel Mullin of Stoel Rives and Darcy Norville of Tonkon Torp raised over $368,000. The Midsized Firm Committee, co-chaired by Mark Wada and David Denecke of Harrang Long raised over $84,000. Law firms used creative techniques to boost giving to the Campaign. (See Casino Night below.)

First Lady Mary Oberst Keynotes 16th Annual Luncheon

Mary Oberst tells luncheon guests about the ‘warm glow’ of giving.

The Annual Luncheon was also a time to honor Oregon Law Foundation’s ‘Visionary Banks’, whose high interest rates on IOLTA accounts help to fund legal aid and other public interest projects.

Tributes were paid to longtime legal aid advocates Sid Lezak, Michael Muñiz, and Barrie Herbold. Don Marmaduke was presented with the Henry H. Hewitt Access to Justice Award. (See page 5)

In closing, the First Lady cited a recent brain-imaging study that “…strongly supports the existence of a ‘warm glow’ at the biological level,” when people make charitable contributions. She continued, “So this warm glow thing, you have to give to get that warm glow... and, as you know, the only way to create more legal aid staff attorney positions is to give more money.”

Annual Fund ’06 Year in Review

by Co-Chairs Bill Crow, Linda Love, Larry Rew, Bill Carter, and Dennis Karnopp

The Associates Committee, chaired by Jessica Hamilton, Ball Janik; Brien Flanagan, Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt; and Charmin Shiley, Foster Pepper, drummed up enthusiasm for the Campaign by holding two events, the now annual Party Under the Stars at the Ecotrust Building and an event with Portland Center Stage that raised more than $8,000 for legal aid. (Cont’d page16)
The successful challenge was made in celebration of the public service of Governor Ted Kulongoski and First Lady Mary Oberst and the late Paul Obst, University of Kentucky president and law civil rights pioneer.
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The successful challenge was made in celebration of the public service of Governor Ted Kulongoski and First Lady Mary Oberst and the late Paul Obst, University of Kentucky president and law civil rights pioneer.
Don Marmaduke Receives Henry H Hewitt Award

The Henry H. Hewitt Access to Justice Award was first awarded in 2005 and is intended to honor an individual who, through strong leadership, commits effort and commitment to the ideal of equal justice under the law, has made a substantial contribution to legal aid to low-income Oregonians.

Don Marmaduke has been a vocal advocate for legal aid for more than four decades. In the 1960s Don was one of the first Oregon lawyers to heed President John F. Kennedy’s call for assistance to support the civil rights movement in the south. In the 1970s he was the co-chair of Oregon’s first legal aid study, was on the advisory committee for the Campaign, and has served on every since. He has continued to be an ardent advocate for access to justice—particularly for those most vulnerable members of our society. He has a longstanding commitment to pro bono in Oregon.

Most recently Don is a member of a legal team that is representing Oregon’s legal aid programs and the Campaign for Equal Justice to challenge the restrictions imposed by the federal government that make it more difficult for legal aid lawyers to do their work. He is, of course, handling the case pro bono.

In accepting the award at the annual luncheon, Don addressed the audience, “I am proud to be one of you, an Oregon lawyer, and it is for that reason that I feel so fully deserved being recognized.”

Don Hewitt presents the award at the Annual Luncheon.
Oregon's Banks Legal Aid

Lisa LaForge, Oregon Law Foundation President, and Paul Kelly honor “Visionary Banks” that pay high interest rates on IOLTA accounts.

The Oregon Law Foundation administers Oregon’s IOLTA program, that is “Invest on Lawyer Accounts”, and over the past several years has worked with Oregon’s banks to increase their interest rates on trust accounts.

Anson Paul Kelly of Garvey Schubert Beker chair a press conference announcing the award of an award of $100,000 to the Oregon Law Foundation. This is the second time a bank like this has won a prize and the second year that the Oregon Law Foundation has announced a winner for this award.

The Oregon Law Foundation is pleased to announce the winners of the 2012 Oregon Law Foundation’s Visionary Bank Awards. Oregon banks are honored for their contributions to the Oregon Law Foundation’s IOLTA program, which helps fund legal aid to Oregon’s neediest clients.
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The Woodburn office of Legal Aid Services of Oregon

Eric Linderas prises the public service of the Governor and First Lady at the Malahoma Hall reception for Major Donors.

Dunn Camry Allen Higgins & Tongue enjoyed the Annual Awards Luncheon, including (clockwise from center) Heather Kugler, Keith Kugler, Ken Davis, Tom Tongue, Merrill Barbour, Marty Johnson, Karen J. Johnson, Don Templetain, and Jon Bennett.
**Legal Aid Offices**

Legal aid offices are in 16 Oregon communities with satellite offices in three more. In addition to general legal aid offices, some of the specialty programs include the Community Development Law Center, the Farmworker Program, the Native American Program, and numerous pro bono projects. CEJ funds also help to support the Oregon Advocacy Center which focuses on the needs of individuals with disabilities.

**The Campaign for Equal Justice**

The Campaign for Equal Justice was established in 1991 with the mission of ensuring that equal access to justice becomes a reality for all residents of Oregon. We take a strategic approach to solving the shortage of legal services by educating the public about the need and by working to increase resources for legal aid through grants, state and federal support, and by direct fundraising from private donors. The Campaign for Equal Justice engages in problem-solving with judges, lawyers, elected officials, from individuals and groups to build the capacity of Oregon’s pro-bono and legal aid programs while working to eliminate systemic barriers to providing effective legal services. Since 1991, the Oregon legal community has responded generously, helping the Campaign to raise more than $13,000,000, but despite the tremendous efforts of our volunteers and contributors, we still meet less than 20% of the legitimate legal needs of the Oregon’s poor. One specialized program, the Community Development Law Center, brings developers and funders together to build more low-income housing.

**Legal Aid Programs**

Legal aid provides direct representation to about 20,000 low-income clients each year. Legal aid works to stretch their limited resources with telephone advice hotlines, special purpose clinics, and pro bono recruiting and coordination. They also publish booklets and teach classes to help prevent legal problems and to help some clients act on their own behalf in areas like uncontested divorce.

**What You Help Fund**

**Income**
- Annual Funds & Major Challenge Grant $1,000,000
- Grants $104,000
- Annual Luncheon $16,000
- Event Sponsorship $6,000
- Interest & Other $3,000
- **Total Income** $1,123,000

**Expenses**
- Annual Fund $127,385
- Education & Outreach $25,778
- New Funding Initiatives $97,481
- Funds Distribution $76,000
- **Total Expenses** $1,100,644

*This figure does not represent grants obtained by legal aid programs as a result of CEJ efforts; nor does this figure reflect increases in state and federal funding due to CEJ efforts.

**Legal Aid And Special Projects**

Legal aid and the Campaign for Equal Justice have awarded a two-year $55,000 grant to the Campaign for Equal Justice to support education, advocacy, and fundraising initiatives aimed at increasing access to the justice system. The Rose Tucker Trust has assisted the Campaign’s work since 1991 and we are grateful for their support. In 2006 the Meyer Memorial Trust granted $50,000 to match the gifts of new and returning contributors to the Campaign.

Also, the Pacific Corp Foundation awarded a $10,000 grant to Oregon Law Center’s biennial forkweek Project, Key Banks Key Foundation granted $2,000 to the Community Development Law Center, and the Jackson Foundation awarded $6,000 in operating funds to Legal Aid Service of Oregon. Both the Oregon State Bar and the Oregon Law Foundation have contributed generously to the Campaign for Equal Justice and the Endowment Fund.

**Local Foundations Support Legal Aid And Special Projects**

- Rose Tucker Charitable Trust
- Campaign for Equal Justice
- Local Foundations

**2006 Legal Aid Revenue**

**Income**
- Legal Services Corporation 3,451,600
- Campaign for Equal Justice 644,093
- Filing Fees 4,408,449
- Oregon Law Foundation 1,256,796
- United Way Grants 82,614
- Gay Grants & Contracts 1,614,141
- Salem Law Contests 809,504
- Native American Contracts 117,953
- Domestic Violence Grants 390,965
- Private Foundations 285,900
- Attorney Fee Awards 301,915
- Food & Care Settlements 59,535
- Other Grants 75,621
- Other Income 250,867
- **Total Income** $15,089,086

*Legal aid and the Campaign for Equal Justice have different fiscal years.*
Amtrak. John Goddard.
The Campaign Thanks the Following Corporate Sponsors of 2006-2007 Events:

Lindia Love, Williams Love O’Craiie and Powers, thanks Campaign volunteers at the Annual Awards Luncheon.

US Attorney’s Office
Vance A. Joseph
US Court of Appeals
Barbara A. Jones
US Bankruptcy Court
Jeffrey B. Wihtol
US District Court
Baldwin & Burgess PC
Vanden Bos & Chapman
Smith & Levine PC

CLES Hit The Road
Campaign Directors Sandy Hambargar and LASO Director Tammy Maulsby presented a series of CLES on the subject of access to justice and the legal needs of Oregon’s poor.

Hosted at the offices of Stoel Rives, Ballard Spahr, Wurzel, Harney, Saley, and the Jackson County and Deschutes County Bar Associations, the one-hour seminar featured Illustation of Buck McGrew, creator. Amendeus learned about the critical need for access to the legal system when people lose in poverty, and the legal needs of the local communities on the subject of poor families and individuals. To arrange for a CLES at your firm or Bar association, contact Sandy Harney or The Campaign for Equal Justice, 503-259-4462, email: sand@cej.org.

Legal aid lawyers and staff pitch in to staff and seal Annual Luncheon invitations: Art Schmidt, Samantha Neuman, Tom Hogan, Lisa Pex, Tara Anderson, Joy Medrano, and Alejandra Talcia.

Mark F. Bierly
Watkins Compensation Board
Mark W. Hagan
Lindia Love
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OTA Lawyers exceeded their goal this year, by increasing donations more than 20% to a total of $170,000. Robert Snell assisted in the OTA levy by issuing a challenge to donors (See page 2).

OWLS members used their unrivaled email list and the power of a challenge grant to OWLS members with the help of OWLS President Norma Freitas of Williams Law School; Sandy Hanover; CDJ Lisa Leilage, Lewis and Clark; Cecil Reinsche-Smith; Hoffman Hart & Wagner; Rachel Wildflower-Williams; Law Office of Jerry and Betty; Larry Wobbrock; Lewis and Clark Legal Clinic; Teddy Allen, US Bancorp; and Bob Vettini who urged OWLS members to contribute, raising more than $12,000.

Governor Ted Kulongoski points out a feature of Alan Karpinski; of Precision Castparts, Wade, once again chaired efforts in Lane County. Governor Kulongoski recognizes the power of a challenge grant to OWLS members with their statewide email listserv and donors to the Campaign and their young lawyer guests.

The results exceeded expectations. Larry Wobbrock and Larry Reeder of Brisbee & Milles raised money (continued from cover) to justice in Oregon.

Governor Kulongoski attended the event at Portland Center Stage as well as Ted Tarr and his wife Phyllis of Wyley and Kaleb, was honored at the Marion County Bar Association luncheon with the Marion County Bar Association to kick off the 2006 Campaign and increase the number of contributors by almost 30%. Andrew Schell, Department of Justice, and Tom Nagler, Department of Consumer Protection, held an annual luncheon with the Marion County Bar Association to kick off fundraising efforts. Gerry Gaydos, German Chemists & Hoffmann, and John Gardbard, Chamberlain, Wodrich, McCorn & McCord, once again chatted donors in Lane County.

The Klattum Falls office was closed in 1996 due to lack of funds in federal funding. The office celebrated in resuming this spring with the help of a one-time grant from the Oregon Law Foundation. Look for more details on the opening celebration in our fall newsletter.

Governor Ted Kulongoski points out a feature of Mahonia Hall to Hon Frank Alley and Tammy Alley.
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Jeff Edelson speaks about his colleague Rodney E. Lewis, Jr.

Barrie Herbold Fund Of The Endowment

With her final gift, Barrie will leave an indelible imprint on people she will never mark in 2006 as friends and co-workers continue to contribute. Jeff Edelson said, "With her final gift, Barrie will be an irreplaceable member on earth that she will never know. The legal aidветорinus will not know Barrie but, they will know her story.

If you wish to make a contribution to the Endowment, contact Sandy Humphreys at 503-295-8442, email: sophusia@ojs.org.
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Oregon Trial Lawyers Association

Terry Wright, Lewis & Clark Legal Clinic Faculty, Katie Johnson, incoming OWLS President and Karle Kay, Multnomah County Legal Aid Director, at a reception for the friends of Equal Justice

Phil Goldsmith, a major donor to the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association
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A Call To Action

What You Can Do To Help Legal Aid In Your Community

> Understand how funding for legal aid works and support increased funding on both the state and federal level.

> Put your lawyer trust account funds with a bank that will maximize the rate of return on IOLTA money that goes to support legal aid. www.oregonlawfoundation.org

> Do pro bono work though your local legal aid office. Administration resources are often limited, so please be patient. In the Portland metro area and Bend sign up at: probonooregon-subscribe@mail.lawhelp.org.

> Give generously to the Campaign for Equal Justice. The best way to increase access is to create more legal aid staff attorney positions.

> Include the Endowment Fund in your estate plan to help build stable future support for Oregon’s legal programs. Contact Sandy Hansberger at (503) 295-8442 or sandy@cej-oregon.org.

> Understand how legal services are delivered in your community so that you can make appropriate referrals for low-income clients.

> Become involved in your local legal aid offices’ case priority setting.

> Take a legal aid lawyer to lunch. Get to know the lawyers and their work.

For more information go to www.cej-oregon.org, “A Call to Action”.

Lissa Kaufman, Portland State University, talks with legal aid lawyers Art Schmidt and Ed Johnson at the Annual Luncheon.